Francophone Summer Camp
July 2022
Armenistis Chalkidiki
Summer in French!
Let us all savour this return to normal life, which we all hope will last. To do this, nothing better than
to live these moments of freedom in a friendly and shared time, of exchange of knowledge, sports,
cultural, artistic and linguistic practices.
Thus, we propose to your children to participate in our summer camp "L'été en français" which will
take place from 3 to 10 July.
This camp is for children aged 7 to 15 (CE1 - Troisième) and will take place at Armenistis campsite in
Chalkidiki. It is supervised by teachers/animators from the school and the institute, with the
complicity of the management.
Numerous activities (sports, arts, culture) will be offered.
It will also be a place to practice the French language in a context other than school and thus to
enrich one's linguistic skills while having fun in a magnificent setting.
New this year: in addition to the "first dive" activity open to all (included in the price of the stay), a
diving group will be created for those who wish to take the first level of diving recognised worldwide
(PADI). However, this certification implies an additional cost.

Typical day









Wake up/toilet and breakfast together;
Workshops (3 different workshops offered: dance, theatre, mime ...) in preparation for the
big evening show on Friday;
Beach (supervised swimming);
Lunch taken together;
Free time in the open air (film showings, reading, games, etc.);
Beach (supervised swimming or other water activities), bike ride;
Dinner together;
Evening meal.

Facilities
The Armenistis campsite offers children a suitable environment for all activities and games during
their stay. They will stay in Youth Hostel tents, each equipped with double beds, lockers for
luggage/bags and a fridge. These tents are located in a dedicated area reserved for them and the
staff.

Meals
All meals from the evening of Sunday 3rd to the morning of Sunday 10th are included in the price of
the stay.
Security & supervision
The supervision team ensures the animation and the surveillance of the children day and night during
the whole stay.
The domain of Armenistis is a closed area and is supervised at the entrance. The children are not
allowed to go out.
Swimming at the beach is supervised by the staff and a lifeguard on site.
Finally, in case of emergency, a medical center is located nearby within the domain.
Prices
The price of the stay per child is 400 euros. This price covers all the following services:
Accommodation, food, activities, supervision, equipment rental (mountain bikes, water sports
equipment...), transport by return bus from Thessaloniki, in front of the Institute and the French
school.
This price does not include the insurance costs for each child (EFT children are covered by the school
insurance).
Regarding the cost of the first level diving certification (optional activity at extra cost), see details
directly with Mr. Bussard (see below). This sequence includes lessons with a qualified instructor over
4 days, the provision of diving equipment (wetsuit, tanks, mask ...) and the official certification exam.

Contact
For more information / registration: amotsios@ift.gr
For activities and registration to the diving group: lbussard@efth.gr

Attention, the number of places for the 2022 summer camp is limited

